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with the Empire clamping down, Han knows his luck can't
last. Still, when an old girlfriend who is now the
leader of an insurgent Rebel group offers him a shot at
an incredible fortune, Han can't resist. The plan seems
a sure thing. The resistance will be light and the take
enormous. Han and his friends will divide it equally
with the Rebels. Too bad for Han that the planet of
Ylesia is far from a pushover, that the Rebels have an
agenda of their own, and that smuggler friends can often
turn into enemies...quicker than lightspeed.
Lando Calrissian and the Mindharp of Sharu L. Neil Smith
1983 On a gambling trip to Oseon, the wealthy resort
star system, Lando discovers that accidents that nearly
destroyed his ship were actually murder attempts by an
unknown enemy
Rebel Dawn A. C. Crispin 1998 When an old girlfriend and
leader of an insurgent rebel group offers him a shot at
an incredible fortune, Han can't resist. The resistance
will be light and the take enormous. Then he discovers
that the planet of Ylesia is far from a pushover, and
that the rebels have an agenda of their own.
The Paradise Snare A. C. Crispin 1997 The first in a
trilogy focusing on Han Solo, the most famous rogue in
the Star Wars galaxy, as he struggles to survive on a
sinister world where the chief export is slavery.
Star Wars A. C. Crispin 2017
Star Wars: Dark Nest III: The Swarm War Troy Denning
2012-10-31 The third and last book in the all-new
trilogy that will bridge the events of the hugely
popular New Jedi Order series, which has sold four
million copies to date, and our upcoming 9-book epic
Star Wars series to be published in 2006-2008. With the
Jedi Order splintered by conflicts of conscience, and a
war erupting between the Killiks and Chiss that could
spread across the entire galaxy, Luke Skywalker takes
charge. His bold plan will play all sides against each
other and carry those closest to him deep into hostile
territory. It is also the only thing standing between
the galaxy and the eternal war that his nephew, Jacen,
has foreseen in visions. For the Jedi to succeed, they
must step beyond the reach of any galactic government
and undermine the war-making capabilities of all sides - and Luke Skywalker must assume his fated role as true
master of the Jedi Order.
Star Wars: Heir to the Jedi Kevin Hearne 2015-02-26 Luke
Skywalker’s game-changing destruction of the Death Star
has made him not only a hero of the Rebel Alliance but a
valuable asset in the ongoing battle against the Empire.
Though he’s a long way from mastering the power of the
Force, there’s no denying his phenomenal skills as a
pilot—and in the eyes of Rebel leaders Princess Leia
Organa and Admiral Ackbar, there’s no one better
qualified to carry out a daring rescue mission crucial
to the Alliance cause. A brilliant alien cryptographer
renowned for her ability to breach even the most
advanced communications systems is being detained by
Imperial agents determined to exploit her exceptional

The Hutt Gambit A. C. Crispin 1997 When an old
girlfriend and leader of an insurgent rebel group offers
him a shot at an incredible fortune, Han can't resist.
The resistance will be light and the take enormous. Then
he discovers that the planet of Ylesia is far from a
pushover, and that the rebels have an agenda of their
own.
Star Wars Rogue One the Ultimate Visual Guide Dorling
Kindersley Publishing Staff 2016-12-16 "The essential,
comprehensive guide to Rogue One- A Star Wars Story.
Star Wars Rogue One Ultimate Visual Guideis an exciting
reference format that accompanies the eagerly
anticipated, first-ever standalone Star Wars movieRogue One. This beautifully detailed Star Warsbook
features in-depth character profiles, plus 6 newly
commissioned and fully annotated cross-sections of
vehicles and mapped-out locations. With clear and
authoritative text, Star Wars Rogue One Ultimate Visual
Guideis packed with essential information - and
presented alongside stunning stills from the movie. & TM
2016 LUCASFILM LTD."
Traitor: Star Wars Legends Matthew Stover 2011-06-28
From the depths of catastrophe, a glimmer of hope After
the capture of Coruscant, the mighty heart of the New
Republic, a stunned galaxy fears that nothing can stop
the Yuuzhan Vong. Still, that crushing defeat produces
one small miracle: Jacen Solo is alive. Yet he can
scarcely imagine himself in stranger circumstances. The
young Jedi Knight is in the care of Vergere, a
fascinating creature of mystery and power, her
intentions hard to fathom, her cruelties rarely
concealed. But this master of inscrutable arts has much
to teach the young Jedi . . . for she holds the key to a
new way to experience the Force, to take it to another
level—dangerous, dazzling, perhaps deadly. In the wrong
hands, the tremendous energies of the Force can be
devastating. And there are others watching Jacen’s
process closely, waiting patiently for the moment when
he will be ready for their own dire purposes. Now, all
is in shadows. Yet whatever happens, whether Jacen’s
newfound mastery unleashes light or darkness, he will
never be the same Jedi again. . . . Features a bonus
section following the novel that includes a primer on
the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen
excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books
of the last thirty years!
Rebel Dawn: Star Wars Legends (The Han Solo Trilogy) A.
C. Crispin 1998 Here is the explosive conclusion of the
blockbuster trilogy that chronicles the never-beforetold story of the young Han Solo. Set before the Star
Wars(r) movie adventures, these books chronicle the
coming-of-age of the galaxy's most famous con man,
smuggler, and thief. The Millennium Falcon is "the
fastest hunk of junk in the galaxy." So when Han Solo
wins it in a game of sabacc, he and Chewbacca become
kings of the smugglers--uncatchable, unstoppable. But
rebel-dawn-star-wars-the-han-solo-trilogy-3-ac-crispin
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talents for the Empire’s purposes. But the prospective
spy’s sympathies lie with the Rebels, and she’s willing
to join their effort in exchange for being reunited with
her family. It’s an opportunity to gain a critical edge
against the Empire that’s too precious to pass up. It’s
also a job that demands the element of surprise. So Luke
and the ever-resourceful droid R2-D2 swap their trusty
X-wing fighter for a sleek space yacht piloted by brash
recruit Nakari Kelen, daughter of a biotech mogul, who’s
got a score of her own to settle with the Empire.
Challenged by ruthless Imperial bodyguards, deathdealing enemy battleships, merciless bounty hunters, and
monstrous brain-eating parasites, Luke plunges head-on
into a high-stakes espionage operation that will push
his abilities as a Rebel fighter and would-be Jedi to
the limit. If ever he needed the wisdom of Obi-Wan
Kenobi to shepherd him through danger, it’s now. But
Luke will have to rely on himself, his friends, and his
own burgeoning relationship with the Force to survive.
Star Wars: The Last Jedi (Legends) Maya Kaathryn
Bohnhoff 2013-03-07 Ever since Emperor Palpatine's Order
66--which called for the execution of all Jedi--Jax
Pavan is the last Knight around to fight the dark side
of the Force. Together with his droid I-5, Jax has
eluded Vader time and again, all the while wreaking
havoc against the Empire through the underground
resistance on Coruscant. But now the Rebel's leader on
the city-planet has been captured, and it's up to the
Last Jedi to ride again...possibly for one final
adventure.
Star Wars Marjorie Liu 2017-01-04 Collects Han Solo
(2016) #1-5. Everyones favorite scoundrel goes Solo!
Han is given a top-secret undercover mission for the
Rebellion: rescuing several informants and spies! His
cover for the assignment? Only the biggest and most
infamous starship race in the galaxy, the Dragon Voida
tournament he has dreamt of winning his entire life.
With a chance of glory, can Han keep his mind on the
mission? Or is failing Leia worse than losing? If that
wasnt enough, theres also the small matter of finding
a traitor within the Rebellion. As the Dragon Void heats
up, can a certain Wookiee pal lend a hand in the mole
hunt? Place your bets for the ultimate space race! Our
moneys on Han and the Millennium Falcon  after all,
its the ship that made the Kessel Run in less than
twelve parsecs!
Rebel Dawn: Star Wars Legends (The Han Solo Trilogy) A.
C. Crispin 2011-06-28 Here is the explosive conclusion
of the blockbuster trilogy that chronicles the neverbefore-told story of the young Han Solo. Set before the
Star Wars(r) movie adventures, these books chronicle the
coming-of-age of the galaxy's most famous con man,
smuggler, and thief. The Millennium Falcon is "the
fastest hunk of junk in the galaxy." So when Han Solo
wins it in a game of sabacc, he and Chewbacca become
kings of the smugglers--uncatchable, unstoppable. But
with the Empire clamping down, Han knows his luck can't
last. Still, when an old girlfriend who is now the
leader of an insurgent Rebel group offers him a shot at
an incredible fortune, Han can't resist. The plan seems
a sure thing. The resistance will be light and the take
enormous. Han and his friends will divide it equally
with the Rebels. Too bad for Han that the planet of
Ylesia is far from a pushover, that the Rebels have an
agenda of their own, and that smuggler friends can often
turn into enemies...quicker than lightspeed. Features a
bonus section following the novel that includes a primer
on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a
dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars
books of the last thirty years!
Rebel Stand: Star Wars Legends Aaron Allston 2011-06-28
Not since Emperor Palpatine have the Jedi battled such
monstrous evil. Unless they succeed against staggering
odds, the galaxy is doomed. Luke Skywalker’s daring
mission to halt the Yuuzhan Vong’s nefarious plot to
rebel-dawn-star-wars-the-han-solo-trilogy-3-ac-crispin

overthrow the New Republic is struggling on all fronts.
And time is slipping away for Han and Leia Organa Solo,
trapped on a small planet whose rulers are about to
yield to Yuuzhan Vong pressure to give up the Jedi
rebels. On Coruscant, Luke and Mara Jade Skywalker have
made a shocking discovery that is preventing the Yuuzhan
Vong from exerting complete control. But when the enemy
tracks them down, Luke and Mara are thrust into a fierce
battle for their lives. Suddenly, the chances of
escaping appear nearly impossible. And in space, another
battle rages, one that holds ominous consequences for
the New Republic—and for the Jedi themselves. . . .
Features a bonus section following the novel that
includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe,
and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most
popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Honor Among Thieves James S. A. Corey 2014 Nebula and
Hugo Award nominees Daniel Abraham and Ty Franck-writing as James S. A. Corey--make their Star Wars debut
in this old school, action-packed, Space Opera epic.
This brand-new, classic adventure stars the
irrepressible Han Solo and his new friends, Luke
Skywalker and Princess Leia Organa, just after the
destruction of the Death Star in Star Wars: Episode VI A
New Hope! When a rebel spy needs extraction from under
the nose of the Empire, who better to send than master
smuggler, Han Solo? But rescuing a friendly spy is just
the start of a wild adventure as the intel the spy
uncovers leads Han and Leia to an ancient and deadly
secret that threatens to be the Empire's ultimate--and
likely successful--weapon against the Rebel Alliance.
Add in the chance to lose Luke Skywalker to this
horrific threat, and Han and Chewbacca may have finally
met a trap even they can't escape...
Storms of Destiny A. C. Crispin 2009-10-13 Book
description to come.
Star Wars: The New Jedi Order - Force Heretic I Remnant
Sean Williams 2012-09-30 As the bloodied and weary
galaxy faces battle once more, the Jedi take on the
formidable task of bringing the last of the Empire into
the light-From the ashes of the New Republic, torn apart
by the Yuuzhan Vong forces, the newly formed Galactic
Alliance has risen, determined to bring peace to the
entire galaxy. But first the Yuuzhan Vong must be
contained once and for all. And so Luke Skywalker seeks
a world long lost to legend: Zonama Sekot, a sentient
planet believed to have repelled an invasion by the
Yuuzhan Vong decades before. Deciphering the enigmatic
secrets of Zonama Sekot just might turn the relentless
tides of warRazor's Edge: Star Wars Legends Martha Wells 2013-09-24
When rebels clash with renegades, it’s the Empire that
may claim the final victory. Times are desperate for the
Rebel Alliance. Harassment by the Empire and a shortage
of vital supplies are hindering completion of a new
secret base on the ice planet Hoth. So when Mid Rim
merchants offer much-needed materials for sale, Princess
Leia Organa and Han Solo lead an Alliance delegation to
negotiate a deal. But when treachery forces the rebel
ship to flee into territory controlled by pirates, Leia
makes a shocking discovery: the fierce marauders come
from Leia’s homeworld of Alderaan, recently destroyed by
the Death Star. These refugees have turned to pillaging
and plundering to survive—and they are in debt to a
pirate armada, which will gladly ransom the princess to
the vengeful Empire . . . if they find out her true
identity. Struggling with intense feelings of guilt,
loyalty, and betrayal, Leia is determined to help her
wayward kinspeople, even as Imperial forces are closing
in on her own crippled ship. Trapped between lethal
cutthroats and brutal oppressors, Leia and Han, along
with Luke, Chewbacca, and a battle-ready crew, must defy
death—or embrace it—to keep the rebellion alive. “[A]
rollicking Star Wars adventure . . . a book that keeps
you eagerly turning pages.”—Roqoo Depot
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Sarek A.C. Crispin 1999-07-27 The novel begins after the
events of STAR TREK VI: THE UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY.
Spock's mother, Amanda Grayson, is dying and Spock
returns to the planet Vulcan where he and Sarek enjoy a
rare moment of rapprochement. But just as his wife's
illness grows worse, duty calls Sarek away--once again
sowing the seeds of conflict between father and son. Yet
soon Sarek and Spock must put aside their differences
and work together to foil a far-reaching plot to destroy
the Federation--a plot that Sarek has seen in the making
for nearly his entire career. The epic story will take
the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise to the heart of the
Klingon Empire where Captain Kirk's last surviving
relative has become a pawn in the battle to divide the
Federation... and conquer it. With Sarek's help, the
crew of the Starship Enterprise learns that all is not
as it seems. Before they can prevent the Federation's
destruction, they must see the face of their hidden
enemy--an enemy more insidious and more dangerous than
any they have faced before...
The Hutt Gambit: Star Wars Legends (The Han Solo
Trilogy) A. C. Crispin 2011-06-28 Here is the second
novel in the blockbuster new trilogy that reveals the
never-before-told story of the young Han Solo. Set
before the Star Wars(r) movie adventures, these books
chronicle the coming-of-age of the galaxy's most famous
con man, smuggler and thief. Solo is now a fugitive from
the Imperial Navy. But he has made a valuable friend in
a former Wookiee slave named Chewbacca, who has sworn
Han a life debt. Han will need all the help he can get.
For the Ylesian Hutts have dispatched the dreaded bounty
hunter Boba Fett to track down the man who already
outsmarted them once. But Han and Chewie find themselves
in even bigger trouble when they agree to lend their
services to the crime lords Jiliac and Jabba the Hutt.
Suddenly the two smugglers are thrust into the middle of
a battle between the might of the Empire and the
treachery of their outlaw allies...a battle where even
victory means death! Features a bonus section following
the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars
expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from
some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last
thirty years!
Han Solo's Revenge Brian Daley 1997-10-01 After agreeing
to transport slaves because of his desperate need for
money, Han Solo is chased by informants, romanced by a
mysterious woman, separated from Chewbacca, and
confronted by a deadly threat to his life. Reissue.
The Case against Education Bryan Caplan 2019-08-20 Why
we need to stop wasting public funds on education
Despite being immensely popular—and immensely
lucrative—education is grossly overrated. Now with a new
afterword by Bryan Caplan, this explosive book argues
that the primary function of education is not to enhance
students' skills but to signal the qualities of a good
employee. Learn why students hunt for easy As only to
forget most of what they learn after the final exam, why
decades of growing access to education have not resulted
in better jobs for average workers, how employers reward
workers for costly schooling they rarely ever use, and
why cutting education spending is the best remedy.
Romantic notions about education being "good for the
soul" must yield to careful research and common
sense—The Case against Education points the way.
Star Wars: Shadow Games Maya Kaathryn Bohnhoff
2012-03-31 Stranded on Tatooine with a broken-down
hyperdrive, Dash Rendar and crew--his Nautolan copilot,
Eaden Vrill, and a droid named Leebo--have to find a way
to raise credits. It comes in the lovely form of Javul
Charn, a multi-talented human holostar being stalked by
an over-zealous fan. She needs bodyguards to protect her
during her tour along the Corellian Run; Dash needs
credits. It's a perfect match...until things begin to go
wrong--seriously and dangerously wrong. By the time Dash
realizes that the threat to Javul is not what it seems,
rebel-dawn-star-wars-the-han-solo-trilogy-3-ac-crispin

he's in up to his neck in a conspiracy that goes much
deeper than anything he would have signed up for. Even
with the help of his hated rival--Han Solo--will Dash be
able to protect this spoiled entertainer, all the while
being reminded that he couldn't protect his own family?
Han Solo's Revenge Brian Daley 1979 The movies are back
-- and so is the mania! Be part of the blockbuster Star
Wars revival with the new edition of a New York Timesbestselling classic spin-off novel!
Remnant: Star Wars Legends Sean Williams 2011-06-28 As
the bloodied and weary galaxy faces battle once more,
the Jedi take on the formidable task of bringing the
last of the Empire into the light. . . . From the ashes
of the New Republic—torn to shreds by the savage Yuuzhan
Vong forces—the newly formed Galactic Alliance has
risen, determined to bring peace to the entire galaxy.
But first the Yuuzhan Vong must be contained once and
for all. And so Luke Skywalker seeks a world long lost
to legend: Zonama Sekot, a sentient planet believed to
have repelled an invasion by the Yuuzhan Vong decades
ago. Deciphering the enigmatic secrets of Zonama Sekot
just might turn the tides of a relentless war. Aboard
the Jade Shadow, Luke, his wife Mara, Jacen Solo, and
other Jedi head off into the Unknown Regions, where
rumors and clues suggest Zonama Sekot might be found.
Yet the mission has barely begun when the searchers
stumble into a horrific battle. The Imperial Remnant, in
retreat from the mighty Yuuzhan Vong, is about to be
destroyed. It would seem those aboard the Jade Shadow
have little choice but to leave the Empire to its fate.
But these are no ordinary space travelers, they are
Jedi. . . . Features a bonus section following the novel
that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded
universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of
the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty
years!
Last Shot (Star Wars) Daniel José Older 2018-04-17 NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Han Solo and Lando Calrissian
are reunited on the Millennium Falcon in a galaxyspanning novel inspired by Solo: A Star Wars Story. But
even the fastest ship in the universe can’t outrun the
past. . . . THEN: It’s one of the galaxy’s most
dangerous secrets: a mysterious transmitter with unknown
power and a reward for its discovery that most could
only dream of claiming. But those who fly the Millennium
Falcon throughout its infamous history aren’t your
average scoundrels. Not once, but twice, the crew of the
Falcon tries to claim the elusive prize—first, Lando
Calrissian and the droid L3-37 at the dawn of an
ambitious career, and later, a young and hungry Han Solo
with the help of his copilot, Chewbacca. But the
device’s creator, the volatile criminal Fyzen Gor, isn’t
interested in sharing. And Gor knows how to hold a
grudge. . . . NOW: It’s been ten years since the rebel
hero Han Solo last encountered Fyzen Gor. After mounting
a successful rebellion against the Empire and starting a
family with an Alderaanian princess, Han hasn’t given
much thought to the mad inventor. But when Lando turns
up at Han’s doorstep in the middle of the night, it’s
Fyzen’s assassins that he’s running from. And without
Han’s help, Lando—and all life on Cloud City—will be
annihilated. With the assistance of a young hotshot
pilot, an Ewok slicer prodigy, the woman who might be
the love of Lando’s life, and Han’s best and furriest
friend, the two most notorious scoundrels in the New
Republic are working together once more. They’ll have to
journey across the stars—and into the past—before Gor
uses the device’s power to reshape the galaxy. Praise
for Last Shot “Action-packed in all the right
ways.”—Tordotcom “A fun, breezy read, with plenty of
humor, Ewok hackers, murderous robots, and rousing fight
scenes as Han and Lando go from scrape to scrape [to]
track down a long-forgotten enemy.”—The Verge “The flatout funniest Star Wars novel to date.”—Alternative
Nation
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Star Wars: Last Shot: A Han and Lando Novel Daniel José
Older 2018-04-19 Even the fastest ship in the galaxy
can’t outrun the past. . . . THEN: It’s one of the
galaxy’s most dangerous secrets: a mysterious
transmitter with unknown power and a reward for its
discovery that most could only dream of claiming. But
those who fly the Millennium Falconthroughout its
infamous history aren’t your average scoundrels. Not
once, but twice, the crew of the Falcon tries to claim
the elusive prize—first, Lando Calrissian and the droid
L3-37 at the dawn of an ambitious career, and later, a
young and hungry Han Solo with the help of his copilot,
Chewbacca. But the device’s creator, the volatile
criminal Fyzen Gor, isn’t interested in sharing. And Gor
knows how to hold a grudge. . . . NOW: It’s been ten
years since the rebel hero Han Solo last encountered
Fyzen Gor. After mounting a successful rebellion against
the Empire and starting a family with an Alderaanian
princess, Han hasn’t given much thought to the mad
inventor. But when Lando turns up at Han’s doorstep in
the middle of the night, it’s Fyzen’s assassins that
he’s running from. And without Han’s help, Lando—and all
life on Cloud City—will be annihilated. With the
assistance of a young hotshot pilot, an Ewok slicer
prodigy, the woman who might be the love of Lando’s
life, and Han’s best and furriest friend, the two most
notorious scoundrels in the New Republic are working
together once more. They’ll have to journey across the
stars—and into the past—before Gor uses the device’s
power to reshape the galaxy.
Star Wars Rebels: Rise of the Rebels Michael Kogge
2014-08-05 Meet Ezra and the Rebels crew! Your favorite
Star Wars Rebels heroes are ready to fight the evil
Empire! Kanan, Hera, and trusty old Chopper battle TIE
fighters while Sabine uses her artistic talents to
outsmart Stormtroopers. Zeb never misses an opportunity
to take down troopers, and Ezra scores a special
souvenir at the crash site of an Imperial fighter.
Star Wars Vol. 3 Charles Soule 2021-12-28 The hunt for
Han! Chewbacca has heard from an old friend with
intelligence on the location of notorious bounty hunter
Boba Fett, who is in possession of the carbon-frozen
body of Han Solo. Along with Luke Skywalker, the loyal
Wookiee sets off in search of his lost friend, on an
adventure to Nar Shadaa...better known as the Smuggler's
Moon! But this mission may prevent plucky astromech
droid R2-D2 from passing along a crucial message to Luke
-- a message that will affect the fate of the entire
Jedi Order! The saga of Star Wars continues to surprise!
COLLECTING: Star Wars (2020) 13-18
Target Alex Wheeler 2009 The Emperor sends the killer
X-7 to hunt down the pilot who destroyed the Death Star,
while Luke, Leia, and their friends set out for the
planet Muunilinst to retrieve the last of the Rebel
Alliance's money from secret accounts.
Star Wars: The Screaming Citadel 2017-10-24 A rebel
pilot and a rogue archaeologist delve into the darkest
shadows of the galaxy side by side, as Luke Skywalker
reluctantly teams up with Doctor Aphra! The not-so-good
Doctor will make Luke an offer he can't afford to pass
up...one that leads him to a very rare gathering at the
heart of the infamous Screaming Citadel! Will Luke fi nd
what he's looking for? Can Aphra be trusted? Or will
they both wind up victims of the Citadel's queen? And as
this unlikely duo steps right into the lair of one of
the most powerful, reclusive and dangerous women in the
galaxy, can Han and Leia be far behind them? COLLECTING:
STAR WARS: DOCTOR APHRA 7-8, STAR WARS 31-32, STAR WARS:
THE SCREAMING CITADEL 1
Smuggler's Run Greg Rucka 2015-09-04 Han Solo and
Chewbacca the Wookiee team-up for an all-new adventure
in this thrilling upper middle grade novel. Set between
Star Wars: A New Hope and Star Wars: The Empire Strikes
Back, the story follows everyone's favorite pair of
smugglers as they fly the Millennium Falcon on a toprebel-dawn-star-wars-the-han-solo-trilogy-3-ac-crispin

secret mission for the Rebellion. Hidden in the story
are also hints and clues about the upcoming film, Star
Wars: The Force Awakens, making this a must-read for
fans old and new!
The Paradise Snare: Star Wars Legends (The Han Solo
Trilogy) A. C. Crispin 2011-06-28 Here is the first book
in the blockbuster trilogy that chronicles the neverbefore-told story of the young Han Solo. Set before the
Star Wars movie adventures, these books chronicle the
coming-of-age of the galaxy's most famous con man,
smuggler, and thief. The first book in this exciting Han
Solo series begins with a recounting of Han's late teen
years and shows us how he escaped an unhappy adopted
home situation to carve out an adventurous new life for
himself as a pilot. Han Solo, the handsome rogue, is
every girl's dream man, and every boy's hero. Features a
bonus section following the novel that includes a primer
on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a
dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars
books of the last thirty years!
Star Wars: The New Jedi Order - Traitor Matthew Stover
2012-09-30 From the depths of catastrophe, a glimmer of
hope. After the capture of Coruscant, the mighty heart
of the New Republic, a stunned galaxy fears that nothing
can stop the Yuuzhan Vong. Still, that crushing defeat
produces one small miracle: Jacen Solo is alive. Yet he
can scarcely imagine himself in stranger circumstances.
The young Jedi Knight is in the care of Vergere, a
fascinating creature of mystery and power, her
intentions hard to fathom, her cruelties rarely
concealed. But this master of inscrutable arts has much
to teach the young Jedi...for she holds the key to a new
way to experience the Force, to take it to another level
- dangerous, dazzling, perhaps deadly. In the wrong
hands, the tremendous energies of the Froce can be
devastating. And there are others watching Jacen's
progress closely, waiting patiently for the moment when
he will be ready for their own dire purposes. Now, all
is in shadows. Yet whatever happens, whether Jacen's
newfound mastery unleashes light or darkness, he will
never be the same Jedi again...
Solo: A Star Wars Story: Tales from Vandor Jason Fry
2018-09-11 Follow an adventure in the Star Wars universe
in this first-person narrative from one of the
characters in Solo: A Star Wars Story. Learn about the
smugglers, scoundrels, gangsters, pirates, and
plunderers from Solo: A Star Wars Story—including Han
Solo, Chewbacca, and Lando Calrissian—in this unique inworld journal straight from Fort Ypso on the snowy
mountain planet of Vandor.
Han Solo and the Lost Legacy Brian Daley 1980 SEARCH AND
DESTROY The fabled hoard of the mad tyrant Xim was vast
-- a king's ransom beyond imagining. It was also, as far
as Han Solo and Chewbacca were concerned, strictly
legendary. But when a little misunderstanding set the
deadliest gunman in the galaxy on Han's trail, a secret
expedition to almost any place became highly desirable.
Yet within hours of landing on the planet rumored to
hold the treasure, Han's beloved spacecraft, the
Millennium Falcon, was hijacked, and his party was
forced to contend with deadly assassins and an army of
killer robots. This was no way for a pair of honest
smugglers to make a living...
Solo: A Star Wars Story Mur Lafferty 2018-09-06 This
thrilling adaptation of Solo: A Star Wars Story expands
on the film to include scenes from alternate versions of
the script and other additional content, giving deeper
insights into Han Solo’s years in the Imperial Navy,
Qi’ra’s past, and the beginnings of the rebellion.
Though Han Solo has thrilled Star Wars fans for decades,
the notorious wisecracking scoundrel was chasing
adventure and dodging trouble long before he walked into
the cantina at Mos Eisley spaceport. Young Han dreams of
someday soaring into space at the helm of his own
starship and leaving his home, the gritty industrial
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Hutt's bounty on Han's head.
Star Wars: The New Jedi Order - Enemy Lines II Rebel
Stand Aaron Allston 2012-10-31 Not since Emperor
Palpatine have the Jedi battled such monstrous evil.
Unless they succeed against staggering odds, the galaxy
is doomed. Luke Skywalker's daring mission to halt the
Yuuzhan Vong's nefarious plot to overthrow the New
Republic is struggling on all fronts. And time is
slipping away for Han and Leia Organa Solo, trapped on a
small planet whose rulers are about to yield to Yuuzhan
Vong pressure to give up the Jedi rebels. On Coruscant,
Luke and Mara Jade Skywalker have made a shocking
discovery that is preventing the Yuuzhan Vong from
exerting complete control. But when the enemy tracks
them down, Luke and Mara are thrust into a fierce battle
for their lives. Suddenly, the chances of escaping
appear nearly impossible. And in space, another battle
rages, one that holds ominous consequences for the New
Republic-and for the Jedi themselves. . . .
Fire Ring Race Ryder Windham 2010 When Jabba the Hutt
hires Han Solo and Chewbacca to pick up a cargo
container, they run into trouble.

planet Corellia, far behind. But as long as he’s trapped
in a life of poverty and crime—and under the thumb of
the sinister Lady Proxima and her brutal street
gang—reaching the distant stars seems impossible. When
Han tries to escape with his girlfriend and partner-incrime, Qi’ra, he makes it out—but she doesn’t. Desperate
for a way to find his own offworld vessel and free her,
Han enlists in the Imperial Navy—the last place for a
rebellious loner who doesn’t play well with others. When
the Empire clips his wings, Han goes rogue and plunges
into the shady world of smugglers, gamblers, and con
artists. There he meets the charming and cunning high
roller Lando Calrissian, makes an unlikely friend in a
cantankerous Wookiee called Chewbacca, and first lays
eyes on the Millennium Falcon. To snag his piece of the
outlaw pie, Han joins a crew of pirates to pull off a
risky heist. The stakes are high, the danger is great,
and the odds are slim. But never tell Han Solo the odds.
Star Wars Timothy Zahn 2013 Han Solo, Chewbacca, and
Lando Calrissian work together on a potentially
lucrative heist in the hopes of paying off Jabba the
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